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BEAM FOCUSING CHARACTERISTICS "OF VARIOUSLY SHAPED GRID HOLES
::i by David C. Byers and Bruce A. Banks
.. . :. Lewis Research Center
••5/!
-"-:_ SUMMARY
" _:" Tests were made to determine the ion focusing characteristics of
• circular, hexagonal, square, and triangular screen grid holes. The
::
: focusing was found to be dependent on both the thruster operating con-
:_ dltions and the screen grid hole shape and size. The circular hole shape ,
:j -/j
¢::- had the lowest erosion ratios followed in increasing order by the hexag-
• • anal, square, and trlangular shapes. The hexagonal hole shape appeared
"_ .... : oo to be the most promising noncircular shape for high open area grids. In-
• ,_ spectlon of the erosion patterns provided a correlation between the
._ .. _:: _D
...._-_::: _ shapes of the screen grid holes and the ion beamlet shape in the region
!_i_/_i of the accelerator grid. This correlation was used to produce square ion
"" ._.-. . beamlets which could be of interest for an electrostatic beam deflection
scheme. The effect of various defects in the screen grid was also in-
• .'i,i! vestlgated.
- '"i it INTRODUCTION
--!
• i The electron-bombardment ion thruster is being considered for a '
._'! vaziety of space missions (refs. i, 2, and 3) for which the optimum spe- ,
-. . cific impulse is between 2000 to 3000 seconds. As the specific impulse
. .:..: decreases, the discharge energy required per beam ion (eV/ion) becomes
._-;_ an increasingly important loss mechanism. It is well known (refs. 4
.L_I_..':::-.:,i and 5)that the eV/ion decreases as the open area fraction of the screen '
..I•__--:-I grld increases. Bechtel (ref. 4) has found, for example, that as the _..open area fraction of.the screen grid was increased from 0.48 to 0,75,
the eV/ion (at 0.8 propellant utilization) decreased from about 550
to 250.
•". " The standard thruster grid configuration has consisted of a hexag- :"
_..."
.: anal array of circular holes in both the screen and accelerator grids.
-- The maximum open area fraction for a hexagonal array of circular holes
: ._ " is 0.906, which occurs when the minimum web distance is zero. Larger :
_"_; open area fractions can be obtained wlth arrays of hexagonal, square, or
• ...:,°-
!*i/_: :! triangular holes if the web thicknesses are made equal to that of hexag- '
A._'_°¢ anal arrays of circular holes. Grids with such hole shapes might then
:_._!",,_ provide _mprovad discharge chamber performance. In addition, electro-
.:_i_:_ static bean d_flattion schemos are presently being studied (ref. 6) for
--/"_ thrut_rs sis_d for satellit_ station-.ksepins applications. It is pos-
:-,_._i
sibl_ that sc¢em grid hol_ shape¢ other than circular .could provide
""':_ opt_mm bum dsflection ch_acCariatica.
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iii:i This paper presents the results of a preliminary study of the ion
focusing characteristics of screen grid holes of various shapes. The
-.,]_:: / investigation includ d variation of b th the ion beam current and the
:/. :._ extraction voltages. The impact on ion focusing of certain irregularl-
, ._ ties in screen grid holes was also determined.
...._ :_
• : , APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
The 30-cm thruster with which the tests were made was nearly iden-
" : tical to the Task I thruster of reference 7 The screen grid was "
_-"_..... 1.52 ,n thick with 5.0 mm holes drilled on a 5.6 mm center-to-center
__ .... spacing• The accelerator grid was 2.0 mm thick with 4.0 mm diameter
:'•_". holes.
• . . j.%+-
_:_"j_ci"1 The screen grid hole shapes to be tested were electrlc-dlscharge
machined into 0.13 mm thick tantalum sample sheets about 3.8 cm in diam-
eter. The number of holes machined into the sample sheet was such as to
surround the central hole with holes in a regular pattern, The sample
:- sheets were placed on the upstream side of the screen grid over four
_ large open areas. The central hole in each sample was at a radius of
.... 7 cm from the thruster axis. Solid tantalum sheets between 0.05 and
0.13 mm thick were then placed on the upstream side of four matching
areas cut into the accelerator grid. Ions extracted by the holes in the
screen sample plate then impinged on the sheets on the accelerator grid
;- and sputtered through in about one-half hour. Figure 1 shows an upstream ,
•: view of the assembled accelerator and screen grids after a test The ."
_ .> edges of the holes machined into the screen grid sample sheets can be
,_ grid sample sheets can be seen clearly because their dimensions are '
:...._ smaller than those of.the holes in the screen grid samples. The shapes
_;: :':__il of the hole.patterns eroded on the accelerator grid samples wereassumed '
"?:_'_:_., to be represe_tatlve of the focusing characteristics of the correspondingj_
::, screen grid holes.
{.7".+,,._ " The dimensions .of the sample •holes presented herein were obtained _,
+"-"-" with photographs which were taken at 10x magnification. All tests were
- run in a i,5 m diameter, 4,5 m long, vacuum facility. Operating pres- +
""+ sures were about 7x10-6 torr during all tests. : "
•,:.,:_.+.-:.
- Y>:-? 1
+-. ".. :, -t
+c+.:S,." RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
.+.:,;...-.+,+S :+
--?;.:_+_:.+_q The ton focusing charectarlstlce of clrcular, hexagonal, square, and
...._ .. trtansula_ holes are liven at several values of initial grid spacing and
-.+.+.- ion beam currant. Some operating parameters during the tests are shorn
_.. in table I. The length, L, given on table I was the measured srid-to-
....", 8rid spacing plus the screen irid hole sample _hickness. The grid spac-
ing was measured before and after the tests end agreed to within about
._ . 7 percent. The ilr£d-to-lrid epac_ probably changed durlns thruster
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C." " _;.: operation. The extent of such variation was, however, not known.
,.•,. [ _< :._ Test I
-......"_: _,:'.,. Only the circular screen hole sample was placed on the screen_grid
•:.-_:::.":_."k-."
_-. ..... ":.: :=_, for this test. The ion focusing characteristic of circular holes are
...:.'._.:i"...-_.;:.:_:/=..:"_'-- quite well known over a large range of ion beam current and extraction
.... voltages (refs. 8 and 9)
-.- :. :.._-_: The circular hole screen grid sample is shown in figure 2(a). The
: . .._-:-::.=:_ diameter of the holes was about 5 millimeters, which was the diameter of
/ .... -=:! _he holes in the standard screen grid. Thus, the ion current per hole
-.;.:_.-:....-..-_..:_ was about equal for the holes in the screen grid samples and in the
:....... standard screen grid,
-.,.:,?_i.!_/]_]:/_.:]!_:.{ Figure 2(b) shows the holes eroded on the accelerator grid sample
.j_.-_-]!::ii,:._::':i".[.[::jlafter about 1 hour of operation. Figure 2(5) shows that the holes, al-
':;"$:[-i.i"i$_":_"_ -=_:_: :[_I_" thoughsomewhat irregular, were roughly circular. As wlth all acceler-
• .. ...... ator grid samples presented herein, the ion bombardment led to an area
.'i.-<//,i sputtered clear through surrounded by a fringe area where the ion spur-
" " "" "="I tering was less intense• The fringe areas are seen in figure 2(5) as
_- : :... :. .; the light rings surrounding the holes. Ultimately, the metal within the
.../...-.. _ fringe area would probably erode completely through. Therefore, the di-
- , mansions listed herein for the extent of erosion of the accelerator grid
--.,i samples include the fringe region.
., .-..... _ It was assumed herein that after a few hours of operation the frlnge
•" "- _ areas were representatlve.of the erosion patterns after long-term oper-
....... ,_/:_..,-;:
...=:......._.....-i at/on. It is possible that the shape of the holes eroded in the accel-
_:._" . ".. ....
'::.:.-_.:-..:, _9 , erator grid sample could affect the ion focusing characteristics, If
:_:_ __"_ --I_I_' _h _ " were true the shape of the hole could change continuously with time.
!!_i_ '_ Such a sltuatlon.could onlybe determined by long duration testing which
_ _ was beyond the scope of this program. This situation has, however, not
been found to exist during long duration tests of circular holes•
i' " --"""]" --i4 served vlsually.durlng the test. The locations of maximum erosion within
<'_i_"{"" :]ii')_!I each be=let could be determined because these locations would erode
......-..-..._:.,;-_g"-<.. _hrough first and were illuminated by the discharge plasma. In addition,
'"_/" _: :i-il/ ' ""__:__ the small areas of accelerator gr'td sample opposite the holes in the
-':": screen grid sample holes would fall off during the test and areas of ero-
• ./.:C-'"---W. "._ ".:_
--...¢:. "::.;- .._ ::_ eion could be determined after the test Sketch A shows the upstream
.,,'_.i:-,._._,, .._._,,::-.= accelerator face for the circular hole screen grid sample of Test I and
.:;:_:.,.,• ..,.:.:_ a section view of the accelerator grid Iample in the region of a single
•_:_,%'_.t_,.,_,_.._]_ hole,pattern which has not yet sputtered through, The dark areas indi-
•_:._1_..._._ _CI r_ions of max/mum sputtering. The basmlets for a hexagonal array
':_.'\'> ":: "',:! of circular holu appeared to.have a second order hexagonal shape with
..... - •.... rear,mum current dens£ty along, the edge of the hexagon. The current den-
..... . ....!_-:-'_::..... . :,"-. _iCy va_iaCion w£Ch£n each beam_at appears to be dependent on both the
, - . -.
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• _:"i':} shape and arrangement of the screen apertures.
" .-;-"-_ One figure of merit for evaluating the ion focusing of various hole
" :_-: '_l shapes is the ratio of the average dimension of the sputtered area (in-
" \_.i] cludlng the fringe) on the accelerator sample to the dimension of the
_-"' hole in the screen grid. This ratio will be referred to aq the erosion
:.", ratio. For the azlmuthally symmetric circular hole case the erosion
•_ ratio is merely the ratio of the diameter or radius of erosion on the
) accelerator grid to the corresponding dimension of the screen grid hole.
: The dlmenslons.selected to determine the erosion ratios are shown on
i_ sketch (B). For Test I the erosion ratio was 0.45. The characteristic
v:./. dimensions used to specify the erosion ratios for all tests are shown on
• :.., sketch B and tabulated in table II To insure performance flexibility,
-" ._.,_ .-.
_ the accelerator aperture dimensions should be somewhat larger than the
dimension of the fringe areas on the accelerator grid sample - even
ji:.-:"_!"Ji though small accele-ator holes improve thruster performance (ref. i0).
-_:_"_ Because of grid lifetime considerations screen grid aperture geometries
_.'!_i_) which produce.hlgh erosion ratios would probably limit performance flex-
Ibillty. Any mode.of grid operation which causes the sputtered areas .on
•"q the upstream face of the accelerator grid to connect between adjacent
.. accelerator apertures would lead to early grid failure.
• , -p.
Test II
:_ Circular, hexagonal, square, and triangular holes were tested slmul-
" taneously in Test.II in the.conflguration shown in figure i. The letter . ,
--".- three screen grid samples are shown in figures 3(a), (b), and (c), re-
::.._:, spectlvely. The.circular sample was that shown in figure 2(a). Two
::<:.:. characteristic dimensions were selected to specify the erosion ratios for '
_.;:..;./.-: the nonclrcular samples. The distance from the sample center of symmetry
to a side is specified as R S or RA on the screen or accelerator sam-
... "._ ple, respectively. The distance from the center of sy_netry to th_ in-
:. tersectlon of sample corners is called D S and DA. These dimensions
_ :_: are shown in sketch B. The characteristic dimensions of the hexagonal-
,..::•< .., and square samples were about the same as for the circular sample. The "
"" '-. : triangularholes were made somewhat larger than the other samples due to
-, a fabrlca_ion error.
.. ,.i-_,i
_::_i" .
-.:-_-"4 Thrusters are typically operated over a range of ion beam currents.
-_..,:/--...,._i. which represent fraction of Child's law in current somewhat larger than '
.*_{:i_l that of Test I. It was thus des:L,:abl, to determine the effect of opera-
-,-,,_,:.._..._.. tion at increased fraction.of Child'8 law ion current on ion focusins_
puamstars were changed from Test I. The total extraction voltage was
. ..: :(_'.
-:-' decre_ed from that of Test I by 250 volts, the ratio of net (screen).to
-.'... total (screen plus accelerator) voltage was decreased from 0.75 to 0.62,
,:.:. _he ion beam current was increased fr_n 0.42 to 0.54 amperes, and the .
...'. srid spacins was. :increased by about 0.6 u.
.X
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" The beamlet current density variations for the hexagonal, square,
":_ "':' and triangular shaped screen holes were determined in a manner similar
• _-."'-.!% to the circular holes of Test I and are shown in sketches C, D, and E,
-, " :-_ respectively, The sketches show where the slots first app,._aredin the
-.;-.;',_.,_:! accelerator grid samples prior to complete erosion. In each polygon
:;,.!,_--"': hole, the slots first appeared at the bisection of the interior angles,
.: __.;i
"":'::• I The accelerator grid samples produced from the circular, hexagonal,
_-._:_"?"-.I square, and triangular screen hole shapes are shown in figures 3(d)
• :'I to (g), respectively.
t" Circular holes. - As seen In table II and by comparison of fig-
_i' ... _ ures 2(b) and 3(d), the change in thruster operating conditions during
":__./i"..i Test II increased the dimensions of the erosion over those of Test I by
-- :-_- about ii percent. The ion focusing properties are thus a relatively
: . .-..-..._-:.-. strong function of the thruster operating conditions. With the excep-
'_" .....-: tion of small random irregularities, the erosion patterns for all the
central and peripheral circular holes were nearly identical. This In-
• dlcated, as mentioned previously, that the erosion was primarily a func-
,i tion of the individual hole boundary and that the surrounding holes had
only a secondary role in ion focusing properties. This fact was true
-.... for both the circular and nonclrcular samples tested.
]
-_ Hexagonal holes. - The patterns eroded by the hexagonal holes are
.:.., shown on figure 3(e). It is seen that ions were preferentially focused
into the corners and away from the straight edges. The erosion ratios
V between sides and along the dlagonals were about 7 and 14 percent larger.
-....... than for the circular case, respectively. The ,increase in erosion ratio.
'. t, implies that for the same screen grid hole-to-hole spacing and operating
.....!iii!_ii_::'' ' conditions, the maximum accelerator Webopenthlcknessis smaller for ansys_array
.....' " of hexagonal screen grid holes than for circular holes. The hexagonal
._'_."Li._"_r:_ holes therefore result in less operational flexibility than the circular
ten might, however, compensate for the increase in erosion ratios over
those of clrcular holes. Some of the variation of focusing properties
ijl.")._." noted for various hole shapes could be due to local variations of grid ,
• were constant to within about 7 percent, it is possible that-more varla- !
_,.-"-- _, It was of interest to determine the relation between the angles in
:,;..;-_'".;., the screen holes and the angles of the eroded accelerator grid samples,
-:.,.. .--.- ,
-_-,:- :,._..-: These angles are described as _S and 8A, respectively, and are shown
.._..<._ .._ on sketch B. The value of _A was taken to be that of the frln_e area i
:_-,_'_.._..._:_;_.. and in some cases was difficult to specify exactly due to the difficulty
-._ :_ _._.-_.,_ of datern_minj the fringe edges. The v_uas of 0 s and 8A for the t s
•- ..... : :, various am.pies are shown on table II along with the estimated uncer- t
.... "_ • -. tain_y of the measurement, As indicated in table II, the uncertainty t
"•'..i,' was est_uted t:o be 5 desree8 except where shown otherwise. I
i "
t
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• .':i Square holes. - The patterns eroded by the square holes are shown in
• ._ figure 3(f), As for the hexagonal holes, the ions were preferentially
focused into the corners and away from the straight edges. The erosion
•;/ :_ ratios for the sides of the squares were about the same as for the cir-.. -. f." :,
......,_ cular holes. The erosion ratios along the dlagonals were, however, about
36 and 6 percent larger than for the circular and hexagonal cases, re-
. :_ : spectively.
Triangular holes. - The triangular erosion patterizs are shown on
figure 3(g). As mentioned previously, the screen grid sample holes were
•_ inadvertently machined to a larger characteristic size than the other
.. _ hole shapes. The erosion ratio from the center of symmetry of the trl-
: _ angle to the corner was over 0,9. This erosion ratio led to erosion
_i i I patterns which were quite close to each other on the accelerator grid
:"•:_;_ sample (fig. 3(g)). It is not known the extent to which the increase
_:\i_ _._ in the basic dimension impacted the focusing characteristics. It islikely, however, that the triangular pattern offers the least operational
flexibility of all shapes tested,
" AnE!e transformations. - It is possible that ion beamlets of various
"- shapes other than circular would be desirable for some applications. For
example, a besm deflection scheme (ref. 6) presently being studied for
5-om thrusters uses electrostatic deflection. For ease of fabrication
and to provide orthogonal deflectlon capability, the holes formed by the
accelerator grid elements are square while, for present designs, the
screen grid holes are round, Screen grid holes shaped such as to pro-
j duce square ion beamlets might provide optimum beam deflection charac-
teristics.
J
.... _ The data of Test II can be used to help determine the relation be-;ii; t_een screen h le shape and ion bemmlet sha e. The values of eA ar .
_.! plotted as a fuuctlon of 6S on figure 4 for the various screen hole
= "_.I shapes. The value of 6A was less than eS except in the circular case
.I for which both ankles are at 180°. The dati of figure 4 indicate that
O
." ,_ ion beamlets with 90 8n_les would be produced from screen grid holes
::'... with angles of about 140U. In addition, as seen from figure 3, the
', .... screen grid holes should be curved,
.• °
_- Test llI .
• . i•'°
s .... This rut was essentially a repeat of Test II with the ion be m. cur-
_,._'.' rent increased to a value nearer the Child's law current limit of the
"_,'_',. _ .'
•-:?_-_:.:,'. 8rid sy_ten. Operation near the current limit should lead to maximum
•" ":._ ion bum ipraadtn_ in the accelerator region, and hence, maximum uti-
• _ m=tes of ion erosion ratios.
." The velum of the Child's law limit for the entire grid system was
ii obtained by plotting the ratio of the impingement currant to the ion bean
,i
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7current as a function of total extraction voltage (ref. 11). The results
indicated that the minimum total extraction voltage for 0.75 A ion beam
: current to avoid significant direct ion impingement was about 3400 volts.
The values of 2000 and -1330 volts were selected the screen and acceler-
: ,- ator grids, respectively, so that the thruster was operated very close to
•: " the Child's law limit ion current of the grid system.
_. : The shapes of the erosion patterns for the various
screen- -grid . _holes were essentially the same as in Test II and
will not be shown. The values of the erosion ratios and of %S and 8A
are given in table If.
Circular holes. - The erosion ratio for the circular case (table If) '
increased by about 28 percent over that of Test II. For real appllca-
tions, grids would normally be operated at a lower fraction of the Childs
" law limited current than that of Test II_. An erosion ratio of about
:: 0.65 should then represent an approximate upper limit for conservative
• .. _ I grid design.
r: °i HexaKonal holes. - The erosion ratios for the •hexagonal holes were
•' less than for the clrcular holes in both direet±ons, t In fact_|the ero--
sion ratio of Test III actually decreased from those measured in Test II.
The reason for this decrease 18 not known. It is possible that local
' buckling caused a change in the grid Co grid spacing in the region of
the hexagonal hole sample and led 50 a decrease in ion beam spread in
accelerator region.
I Square holes. - The erosion ratios parallel to the sides and along
• t the diagonals increased for Test III by about 2 and 9 percent, respec- ,
.-'-. _ tively, from those of Test 1I. Along the disKonal_ the erosion ratio was
-" :l about 16 percent larger than the erosion ratio for the circular holes.
• - _J Such data indicate that square holes are limited to a smaller operatingrange th n cir ular oles.
-.? -...y
•. Trlan_ular holes. - The erosion ratios for the triangular hole
samples are shown in table II. The erosion ratios were equal for Test lI
" - and Test llI. As indicated previously, the erosion ratios were of such
_ . -: magnitude that triangular holes are probably undesirable for this appli-
cation.
J Test IV
"'._'" :t Another test was made to determine if square shaped ion beamlets
•:-_.. t•
..... :_ could be produced from easily fabricated screen grid holes. The use of
":-,._;:_- square ion beamlets could be of interest for the electrostatic beam de-
"'_:,- I flscttoa scheme described prevlously.
• " /'I l_oa the previous tests (f_. 4) it wee determined that ion bsmnle_
' _ with 90 ° _les would be fo_ ftm serun srld holes which had an61u
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grid holes because such edges produced a bow in the accqlerator grid
hole (fig. 3). To satisfy these conditions, screen grid holes of a shape
• " shown in sketch F were fabricated. The characteristic dimension 2RS
was selected as 5.0 mm, which was the nominal dimension of the prevlovs
samples. The electrodesused to electric discharge machine the screenA
grid holes were fabricated from square stock 5.0 n,non a side. The elec-
trode was then turned on a lathe off center a distance £ on all four
-L: _ sides to a radius 7. In general, the relation between the desired mlnl-
" •;.:-.; mum dimension 2RS and the angle es is given by
:.- ...-:'
• ; RS
.... A- (i)
... -'.... cos(0s/2) - 1
The values of _ and y were selected to produce screen sample
.... , angles (08) between about 121° and 140°. Four samples were made (A to D)
' : and the values of gS, DS, and es for all samples are shown in table II.
The eroded accelerator samples for the various screen grid samples
_, , of Test IV are shown in figure 5. The values of the erosion ratios and
' • eA are given in 'tableII• The eroded areas from sample A were very
.,..,; _'j- nearly square in shape• In addition, the erosion ratios were close to
" _, _hose of the circles end hexagons of the previous test Samples B and C
'" ll. .., "- produced holes less square than sample A, Sample C was made _r£th a
.' ...... ._°.--:_:_:-_--_. larser characteristic dLmenslon than the ocher three samples, It isseen in t ble II that the i creased size increased the erosion ratio .
__,- :,..-. . - :.;
-.?-.:....-_"_:::. :._'. This indicates that specification of the exact screen grid hole design
"- ;-_._-_.:...-,,.j,._',.-_._.
_. ";..'- .,:._-:-,:., to produce a speclflc besmlet shape is a function of the ratio of screen
• i_;_' ?" "_"'_ $rid hole dimen_ion to grid-grid spacing. Sample D, which had the• " -: _-'_". ":"_:._ largest radius of curvature produced holes with the smallest values of• _.'I ' . .'.;_"_
• • .-.. _: ,..-.-., eA, u expected, The erosion ratios ware about equivalent to those of
• :'I....,..,.,_, samples A and B.
". U!:.".-
,-,. ...-. ._ _,_-. :
"_._ . ' ..':_ ._.._:'.,, .
• -.y--.-.:./..:,_.:.-_:.'I Test V
• " 4 t"" ""." " .%%-"- - " "
::'.:_:-,,:._--'.<f._,._I It was sean.ln provlous Casts (figs, 2 a_d 5(1)) that small IrreIu-
.:_._<_._._?. ::,;,,,._ ]_rltLes occurred £n the holes in the accelerator 8rld slpl._, Test V
--_ _,. ,•,.._,,.__"I v. made in order to deterLtna the effect of various da_ecti in the
..,_ ",., , _..-•_.;._
• ._,,/.._.•,, ....,_..,-
.:.,._._..._|..._s©rmm Ir_l holes on the ion focuslnl characteristics. De,acts wereY."..,:- -.,. -_- I placid on four screen irid Inples (g tO E). Tht defects consisted of
,y,,.-.:-.:?.-....
-,..... ', :.'.":<.:. hsdentations cut into end procuberencas extended from the edges of circu-:,J
,:._..._ ,. _r-.ho_. The protuberances and J_mtetimm ware medo both pointed
.. ..-.._ and rounded 4n shape. In addition, vires and metal bands were extended ,
_. ".,.-:. :. " caml_etel 7 scro_e t_i hol_i, PJ4uras 6(a) mad (b) show the defects
>-
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9•.' added to samples E and H. The accelerator grid samples produced by
" :..•.: screen samples E and H are shown in figures 6(c) and (d). The effect
• of a protuberance on the screen hole was to produce a protuberance in
' :' the corresponding accelerator grid hole of about the same length. The
: - ,-.,'.. protuberance produced was rounded for all samples tested. The effect
", """-. of an indentation on the edge of a screen hole was to produce a large
• -," indentation on the accelerator grid hole. The erosion pattern extended
-" beyond tht normal fringe area between i to 1.5 times the depth of the
indentation as seen in figures 6(c) and (d). The wires and bands across
the holes produced a widely split beamlet with very little dependence on
the width of the band (except for bands whichwere so wide that they
covered up a large fraction of the screen hole).
"" CONCL_ I::GREHe_RKS
'" "" •": Tests were made to determine the ion focusing characteristics of
.-. circular, hexagonal, square, and triangular screen-grid holes. The
..:.:,-: focusing was found to be dependent on both the thruster operating con_
, .: ditions and the screen grid hole shape and size. The circular hole
shape had the lowest erosion ratios followed in increasing order by the
hexagonal, square, and triangular shapes. The increase possible in open
area of the noncircular holes could, however, compensate for the in-
creases in erosion ratios. The hexagonal hole shape appeared to be the
most promising nonclrcular hole shape for high open area grids. Inspec-
tion of the erosion patterns provided a correlation between the shapes
• _ of the screen grid holes and che ion beamlet shape in the region of the
accelerator grid. This correlation was use_ to produce square ion beam- '.
•.- ,_ lets which could be of interest for an ele_trostatlc beam deflection
_ sch*me The effect of various defects in the screen grid was also in-
'.: ;" "1
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• _ TABLE I. - THRUSTER OPERATING PARAMETERS
• "-_ Test Screen Accelerator Spacing,
,: -_._ L,
-......_ V A V A mm
....._ _ I 2600 0.42 870 0.010 3.52+0.3
-_,
...-/.} II 2000 .54 1220 .010 4.i+0.3L
III 2000 .75 1330 .011 4.i-0.3
" ! IV 2000 .40 1330 .006 4.1-+0.3
V 2000 .55 1330 .005 4.1+0,3
!
.)* ,"
-.:/,:-=;.
- TABLE II. - GEOMETRY OF SCREEN AND ACCELERATOR HOLES
." "j
..,..! Test Screen hole RS ' DS ' RA DA eS ' %A'
_,_,.._ geometry -- --
.<.... mm mm RS DS deg deg-+5
I Circle 2,5 2.5 0.45 0.45 180 180
"-" I II Circle 2.5 2.5 0.50 0.50 180 180
-] Hexagon 2.5 2.8 .57 .64 120 55
-_ Square 2.5 3.5 .49 .68 90 43
Triangle 2.9 5,7 .63 .91 60 33-+10t
"| , , , ,. ,
IIl Circle 2.5 2.5 0.64 0.64 180 180 ,
_| Hexagon 2.5 2.8 .55 .62 120 74 '
._:•|i:_ Square 2.5 3.5 .51 .74 90 49Triangle 2.9 5.7 .66 .91 60 27-+10
.'_ A 2 3 2.6 0 57 0.67 139+3 79 i
Sided B 2.2 2.5 .51 .64 134+3 76
•__ Squares C 2.4 2.9 .64 .75 136+3 78 e
I D 2.3 2.5 ,53 .64 121_+3 67
1 •
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_ Figure I. - Upstream view of accelerator grid system after Test II.
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• Figure 2. - Screen and accelerator grid samples from Test I.
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(b) Erosion produced by circular hole screen grid s_,.mple.
Figure 2. - Concluded.
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(a) Hexagonal hole screen grid sample.
Figure 3. - Screen and accelerator grid samples from Test II.
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(b)Square holescreen gridsample.
Figure 3. - Continued. ,:
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(C) Triangular hole screen grid sample.
Figure 3. - Continued.
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(d) Erosion produced by circular hole screen grid sample.
Fi_'ure 3. - Continued.
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(e) Erosion produced by hexagonal hole screen grid sample.
Figure 3. - Continued.
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_._-,---- Figure 3. - Concluded.
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i(a) Sample A.
i
i Figure 5. - Accelerator grid samples after Test IV.
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(c) Sample C. +
Figure 5. - Continued.
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(a) Screen grid sample E.
Figure 6. - Screen and accelc,'ato,' g,'id samples f_'om Test V.
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(b) Screen grid sample H.
J Figure 6. - Continued.
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(c) Accelerator grid sample E.
, Figure 6. - Continued.
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(d) Accelerator grid sample H.
F_m'e 6. - Concluded.
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